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opportunity for transformation (not just for survival!) and it can enrich all of us. While all of this might sound scary, it is also a great opportunity. And new pathways are just some examples of modifications we will need to make to break and has questioned the value proposition—there is no way we are going back to delivering a vaccine, COVID-19 will have altered the landscape of higher education fundamentally. Nobody can predict how long it will take to contain this virus, one thing is clear. Even once we know the modality of the class. They can plan ahead, and they can make living, work and different from a "normal" semester, I assume these challenges are even greater this fall. Semester so far, many responded with the usual: adjusting to the academic rigor of college. When I asked my students in Bulldog Foundations what they have found most challenging this general question about the experience of online and hybrid classes this fall.

Ashley Sidon's cello studio has nine face to face students and three virtual students. In the this provocative article

Bob Meunier's introductory comments were moving, and the musicianship of the students was very own faculty and staff—thanks, Dani!). I enjoyed the concert projected on the tv in my or not, there was no technical glitch (thanks to the many hours of work and great skill of our study arrangements accordingly.

Every minute of class time has to be planned to a "t", and it's much harder to swing class meetings that are completely online, I admit finding myself not always prepared enough. For the class is over. I find myself out of breath and with a lot of uncovered class material! For the reduced class time (30 minutes instead of 75) hard to adjust to. I meet with 10 students every

They find it harder to meet new people when most events and meetings take place on Zoom.

As you know, spring will look like a lot like discussion in the virtual space. And yes, it has gotten better with every week. By the time it

When I asked my students in Bulldog Foundations what they have found most challenging this general question about the experience of online and hybrid classes this fall.
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